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Celebrity values integrate into parenting styles and child development

 The Beatles’ hit “Can’t Buy Me Love” lives in infamy. But in contemporary generations, 

where remakes of classic songs have been highly successful, it seems that a less-talented pop 

singer could rename the song “Buy My Love” and not only top the charts, but be able to 

articulate the newer generations’ sentiments. Combine that with a celebrity status that the artist is 

sure to flaunt, and it would be all too telling of society today. 

  Popularity ratings of media focused around narcissistic, selfish values are soaring. 

Ordinary people are not content with their status; they aspire to be famous. As one author 

explained, “Americans are obsessed with people who are obsessed with themselves. In this new 

world, being narcissistic is cool” (Twenge and Campbell 91). 

 For ordinary people, celebrity spectating stops not only at gawking at magazines in the 

checkout line; it is even assimilated into venues such as their parenting techniques. For example, 

examine Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes’ notoriously spoiled daughter, Suri. Known as the “mini-

queen of fashion,” Suri is clothed in couture, sporting custom-made Marc Jacobs pumps and 

handbags worth more than some televisions on a daily basis (Pursglove). Not only is Suri 

adorned in high fashion, she has also maintained the freedom to choose all of her clothes from 

the young ages of one and a half (Fisher). Both parents have publicly defended their parenting 

style. In one interview, Holmes commented, “I’m happy that my daughter is strong-willed and 

determined. You really have to go with what the child is wanting” (Fisher). A recent article 

coined those who follow this type of philosophy “parent-advocates” (Hymowitz). This parenting 



style that Cruise and Holmes embrace seems to act as a parenting model for both other celebrity 

couples and ordinary parents. Its emulation has several ramifications.

 Psychologist Dr. Colin Gill said that by emphasizing looks, children may get the 

impression that things are of equal importance as people (Pursglove). The underlying issue of 

this is that, “Everything has a monetary value attached to it and we genuinely believe, therefore, 

that more money equals more love,” Dr. Gill said (Pursglove). It may seem miniscule to relent 

and allow a child to dress themselves, but may become problematic if the small task is part of the 

foot-in-the-door phenomenon. By viewing money as synonymous to love, parents willingly hand 

over not only cash, but the reins of discipline. Further problems ensue because unlike love, 

money is finite, however, neither children nor parents seem to fully comprehend the distinction.

 As one study suggested, “These buddy adults are not only incapable of helping their 

children resist the siren call of a sensational, glamorous media; in a desperate effort to confirm 

their ‘good relationship’ with their kids, they actively reinforce it. They buy them their own 

televisions, they give them ‘guilt money,’ as market researchers call it...” (Hymowitz). This is 

exact the technique that Cruise and Holmes employ: maintaining a monetary-based relationship 

under the impression that affection has a hefty price tag. While Cruise and Holmes, along with 

the media and celebrity population, may not act as an origin for these types of thinking, they 

certainly do entertain it.

 The downfalls of the Cruise-Holmes parenting style are hardly solely monetary, however. 

Succumbing to their childrens’ desires is the new norm for parents, while opposing them is 

comparative to imposing the rules of harsh and corrupt dictators (Hymowitz). After all, no parent  

wants to resemble Hitler, Stalin or Mao. The lack of discipline is certainly prevalent in children’s 



media consumption and the increase in children’s personalized electronics. It used to be that 

having one video game console or television in a household was enough. Now, it is becoming 

common to have several in a single household in case children do not agree on one game or want 

to have privacy that their parents so willingly grant them. It used to be that watching television 

could be a bonding activity for families; now, children increasingly retreat to their rooms, which 

may as well be a separate realm from where their parents loom. And why would they emerge, 

when given nearly unlimited entertainment without the complications of compromising on which 

show to watch? The freedom allotted to children then translates into more electronic use, which 

means increased exposure of superficial values or crude messages, especially concerning 

sexuality. In a recent study of 8- to 18- year-olds, only 53% reported having rules restricting 

television usage, with a mere 20% reporting that these rules were “enforced most of the 

time” (Kaiser Family Foundation). This supports the hypothesis Twenge and Campbell make in 

The Narcissism Epidemic, that parents are becoming increasingly apathetic about controlling 

their children. This lack of effort and lack of reinforcement of media consumption perpetuate 

beliefs of the generation who believes they can have everything without consequence.

 The majority of shows being watched are reality television shows like My Super Sweet 

Sixteen, which perpetuates the narcissistic norm that parents already support by portraying 

entitled, attention-hungry youth as normal. This is problematic because then not only do children 

whine that “Sally’s mom gives her money and lets her stay out late,” but because these lax 

techniques are also showcased on the shows that American youth seem so intent on watching. 

These materialistic norms are perpetuated by exalting celebrities in the media, making the trends 

of narcissistic and stardom cyclical. Furthermore, research suggests that even if the program is 



educational, like the news, a blatant weight is placed on stories featuring narcissism and celebrity  

news (Twenge and Campbell 103).  

 While the ramifications of increased celebrity attention, parent-advocates and insidious 

parental role models such as Cruise and Holmes seem grim, the prognosis remains hopeful. A bit 

of metacognition and reflection could easily bring parents, and their respective children, back on 

track. The first steps may be to halt glorification of the media and to realize that the parent-

advocate technique is not beneficial to raising moral children. Once this cognition is established, 

it will be easier to develop a plan to counteract problematic parenting styles. Furthermore, it is 

crucial to note that representations of celebrities are filtered by the media previous to 

consumption, and thus, information concerning celebrity parenting may not always be as 

accurate as one might assume. 

 First and foremost, parents need to separate themselves from the models provided to them 

by arguably narcissistic celebrity parents. Just because Holmes and Cruise have enough capital to 

buy their child’s affection does not bind all other parents to do the same. This detachment might 

provide a more realistic approach to parenting and spur the return of: “no” into the vernacular. 

By exercising this right, parents may gain back not only control, but also respect. 

 Another important issue to address is that of monitoring children’s media intake. This 

translates to ridding children’s bedrooms of their personal televisions, restricting screen time and 

supervise to ensure that programs emphasizing narcissistic and entitled messages are limited or 

at least discussed with children (Twenge and Campbell 105). These methods have proven 

effective in previous research (Rideout et al.).



 While celebrities maintain a monopoly on news stations, taint the fashion industry and 

endorse certain products, they should not have the right of controlling American’s children. The 

amount of influence this group of notorious beings have in society today is appalling, but the 

status quo is begging for a change. It is time for parents to regain control over the impact of 

celebrities in society and their children. Perhaps the line between the two are not as evident as 

one might assume. 
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